Quality comes from knowing what you’re doing and caring that it’s done right. At Pro Line Machining the simple fact is we build better, we build quality, no exceptions.

With Pro Line Machining, we expect the best of the best. Whether we’re doing a complete undercarriage replacement on a mining shovel, to over hauling mud pumps on locations, or performing routine inspections and maintenance on a dragline, we count on our employees to have experience in what needs done, all the proper certifications, protocols for insuring correct completion, and the proper safety and equipment for the job.

Pro Line Machining, LLC
(307) 696-3176
Prolinemachining.com
prolinemachiningllc@gmail.com
PO Box 1927 - B RCS Ct. Gillette, WY 82717
Best In The Business

Keeping in mind safety, first and always, our master tradespeople provide complete field machining, rigging, welding and mechanical services for heavy equipment fleets:

- Rush breakdown repairs
- Failure analysis & troubleshooting
- Full machine audits & inspections
- Scheduled outages
- Machine upgrades, retrofits, rebuilds and overhauls
- Structural evaluation, rebuilds and configuration changes
- Transmission / gearbox rebuilds
- Teardowns & relocations
- Blast hole drills - Drill mass straightening & complete overhauls
- Equipment customization
- Dragline boom welding and repairs
- Massive booms and machine structures

Proline Machining also has advanced capabilities for manufacturing, rebuilding and upgrading machine structures of all sizes. Our fabrication expertise range from booms and shovel undercarriage designs to custom component modifications and

Career Opportunities

Welding

We have career opportunities for experienced welders in aluminum tig to standard 8000 Ni2 dual shield.

Our welding setups are fully equipped for portable welding to any location in the field or anywhere welding needs arise. We operate generator powered 6 DC welders to diesel powered trailer mounted welds.

Machining

Our rebuild process applies unparalleled experience, service capabilities, facilities, and personnel to deliver like-new performance at a cost significantly less than purchasing a new component.

We ensure that required production enhancing technology upgrades are correctly installed and rigorously tested.

Integrate a full range of technical expertise and support services.

Provide accurate assessments of machine health by drawing on a database of nationwide practical experience

Handle the entire rebuild process, including auditing, diagnostics, cost estimating, parts procurement, planning, disassembly, repair and replacement, testing, training, and start up.

As a fast growing company in the mining industry, ProLine Machining offers excellent benefits including medical, dental, short term disability, life and 401K.